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tMIutual praising is mutual slaughtering]. trufl‘lf], (K,) of a white colour. (TA.)_.See

(S, A-) also this.

8. He took, or prepared, for himself a 5;}: see the next preceding paragraph, in

slaughtered [or sacrificed] animal.

An animal prepared for slaughter [or

sacrifice; i. e. an intended victim]: (T, A, Msb,

TA:) [see also 0 _S, which OCCI'II‘S in this sense

in a trad. as applied to a human being:] or an

animal'that is slaughtered [or sacrificed]; (S,

Mgh,I_(, TA ;) and so tislfii; (Mgh,Msb;)

or this signifies a slaughtered [(ir sacrificed] sheep

or goat,- (TA ;) and is [nominally] fem. of

but the 3 is afiixed only because the quality of a

snbst. is predominant in it: z) or the 8 is added

to denote that the word is applied to a sheep, or

goat, [to be slaughtered or sacrificed,] not get

slaughtered [or sacrificed] ; and when the act has

been executed upon it, it is [said to be]

(M, voce :) _3 is applied to an animal that

is slaughtered either as a sacrifice on the occasion

9 0

of the pilgrimage or otherwise; and is like, 9 J be 20 . r

m the sense of gas-b», and who in the sense of

‘353131;, &c. : (TA :) the pl. of {Lt-o3 is

(Mgh, high.) It is said in the Kur [xxxvii. 107],

45?’: [And we ransomed him with

a great victim]. (s, A.) it?" means

Animals sacrificed to the Jinn, or Genii : for it

was customary for a man, when he bought a

house, or drew forth [for the first time] the water

of a spring, and the like, to sacrifice an animal

to the Jinn with the view of avoiding ill luck,

(A, TA,) lest some disagreeable accident should

happen to him from the Jinn thereof: (A z) and

the doing this is forbidden. (A, TA.)= See
‘I!’

also 3.5;}.

'1')

Ce} A certain plant which ostriches eat : :)

this word and l 55 signify the plant called ing: 1

@pt, (K, TA,) which is ofa red colour: and,

accord. to the K, another plant: but correctly a

red plant not $4,) having a

stem, or root, from which is peeled ofa

black peel, whereupon there is taken forth a

white substance, resembling a white 5))‘ [or

bead, but perhaps this is a mistranscription for

83;, i. e. a carrot], which is sweet and good, and

is eaten : [each word is a coll. gen. 11. ;] and the

n.un. is and LL45: so says Alfln, on the

authority of Fr: and he says also, on the authority

of AA, that the is a tree that grows upon a

stem, and in a _manner resembling the $52: [app.

.555, not tbljsé], and then has a gellowflower;

its root is like a 8))’, [i. e. 53%., or carrot], and it

is sweet, and of a red colour : (TA :) or the

0B!

is a plant having a stem, or root, (Jul) which

is peeled, and there comes forth what resembles

the g}?- [i. e.)3.q- oryié, meaning carrot] ; and a

black ’shin is peeled from it ,' and it is sweet, and

is eaten ,' and has a redflower. (Ham p. 777.) _.

Also, and V 6;}, the former the more

Ea’

common, (Th,TA,) A speciesq/‘the 2M5 [or

two places.

:40) lee)

myseekob.

‘'0

3.1:‘, A mode, or manner, 0 [i. e. slaughter,

such as is described in the first paragraph of this

art.]. (Mgh.): See also what here next follows.

(AZ. $,A,I.<) and t (Aw-MK’)

but this latter, which is used by the vulgar, was

unknown to AZ, (s,) and Vat}; (A, K) and

V 5.1;} and its?) and 7 and 7&3},

(TA,) A disease, (T, A,) or pain, (AZ, S, K,) in

the 61°;- [or fauces], (AZ, T, $, A,K,) which

sometimes hills: (T2) or blood which chohes and

hills: (K:) or an ulcer that comes forth in the

db;- [or fauccs] ofa man, like the that

attachs the ass: (ISh,TA:) or an ulcer that

appears in that part, obstructing it, and stopping

the breath, and hilling. (TA.) One says,£5.53: [The a...» attached him]. (s) And

I: i’;

7 CI; tvhll ICovetousness is [like] a disease in

the fences: or _a poisonous plant. (A.) And

,iin U1; a;.._§.in his be. [That was like

the disease called is.» in the uppermost part of

the breast] : a prov., applied to the case ofa man

whom one imagines to be a sincere friend, and

who proves to be an evident enemy: (TA :) or

5.." ‘Jill J3‘ IIe was like the as; &c.,

a disease in the ‘31;, which does not quit the

patient externally, and hurts him internally: said

by him to whom you complain of one whom you

imagined to be a sincere friend, and whose affec

tion was outward, when his deceit has become

manifest. (Meyd.)=‘&;.;i> is also the n. un. of

635 [q. v.]. (Fr, Ann.)

g3: see the next preceding paragraph:
0 I

It is also the n. un. of [q.v. voce(Fr, AHn.)

94)

this A certain poisonous plant, (:\,K,TA,)

that kills the eater’ ofit; as also 7 (TA.)
One says, this tug-ll : see I

3.4}, in two places.

Q I) 0 01

_[Hence,] _Club C54 +31 quick, or sudden,

death. (L.) = See also

‘I’,

: see Zia-.3).

I 610'

and 7C).)» signify the same [i. e. Cat,

or divided, lengthwise; &c.: see 1]. (S, high, K,

TA.) You say [for éfii],

meaning t [1Hash of which thefollicle, or vesicle,

is] ripped open. (A. [It is there said to be

tropical: but see 1..])_Both are [also] applied

to an animal, (Mgh,) or a sheep or goat, (TA,)

[or an animal of the ox-kind, and a sheep or goat,

and the like, (see 1,)] as meaning Slaughter-ed, in

the manner described in the first paragraph of

this art. .- (TA =) the fem. of is with s = (s,

TA: [see below 7]) but éQ-QS is used as a

fem. epithet without the addition of 5: you say
5 e ' 0 r 90' I r ,

_ 5 5L1, as well as _3 92,5 because _ 5 1s
6*? C’f . t _ C“?
an instance of the measure 1n the sense of

4...“,2' i at:

also; and in like manner gill: the pl. [of is

JG’9

the measure Jyu‘u; though you say

r‘; I a, J r,

u...» and unis} and [that of is] c135.

(TA.) Aboo-Dhu-eyb says, describing wine,

* 5.51» E5» .is e 1*

meaning 4;: C34,", i. e. [One would call it the

blood of the external jugular vein,] for which it

had been slit [to let it flow]. (AAF, TA.) And

again he says,

:5!’ I ‘as
. :. ° '

.* "lb uu” ‘:91’, ‘i

* {~53 iii-5W1? ‘13a ’*

[app. meaning And mang a bevy ofwomen rubbed

over with perfume compounded with safi’iron, as

though it were the blood of gazelles, the gazelles

whereof had been slaughtered in the upper parts

qfthe breasts]: he applies cg} as an epithet to

)1’

in, meaning 05MB __}; and he applies it as an

epithet to a pl. gggause it is of the measure

3.5;; [in the sense of the measure 3,33], for

such an epithet is applicable to masc. and fem.

and sing. and pl. nouns. also

signifies An animal that is fit, or proper, to be

slaughtered as a sacrifice : (ISk, s, z) [or that

is destined, or prepared,’for sacrifice; i. e., an

intended victim; like ‘a; as appears from the

fact that] is ta surname of Ismd'eel, or

Ishmael,- (I_{,* TA ;) for, accord. to some [or

rather the generality] of the Muslims, he was the

son whom Abraham designed to sacrifice, though

:04 ‘E

others say it was Isaac: (TA :) and out Ul

$.53“ occurs in a trad. [as said by Mohammad,

meanihg t I am the son of the two intended

victims; namely, Ismti'eel and ’Abd-Allah]; for

’Abd-El-Muttalib incurred the obligation to sacri

fice his son ’Abd-Allah, the father of the Prophet,

by reason of a vow, and ransomed him with a

hundred camels. (Kf TA.) ..... Also 1A slain

man.

LL95, and its pl. see £55, in three

places.

Ono whose occupation, or habit, is that

ofslaughtering sheep or the like. __ And, in the

present day, 1- An executioneru]

(T, s, and sometimes 7 without

teshdeed, (T, K,) the former the more common,

(T, K,) but disallowed by AHeyth, who holds it

i’)

to be one of the words of the measuredenoting diseases, (TA,) ICrachs in the inner

[i.e. lower] sides ofthe toes, K, TA,) next the

fore part ofthefuot : (TA :) or a cut across the

inner sides of the toes: (Ibn-Buzurj, T :) or a

crach in the inner side, or sale, of the foot :

(IAar, TA voce pl. (TA.) Hence

0;: 4/0"

the saying, Clo} K); L; I[There is not

in the way of its attainment a thorn nor are




